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A STRONG DUALITY THEOREM FOR

SEPARABLE LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS

BY

JOHN ERNEST

Abstract. We obtain a duality theorem for separable locally compact groups,

where the group is regained from the set of factor unitary representations. Loosely

stated, the group is isomorphic to the group of nonzero bounded, operator valued

maps on the set of factor representations, which preserve unitary equivalence, direct

sums, and tensor products. The axiom involving tensor products is formulated in

terms of direct integral theory. The topology of G may be regained from the irre-

ducible representations alone. Indeed a sequence {x¡} in G, converges to x in G if and

and only if tt(x¡) converges strongly to u-(jc) for each irreducible representation -n of G.

This result supplies the missing topological part of the strong duality theorem of

N. Tatsuuma for type I separable locally compact groups (based on irreducible

representations). Our result also generalizes this Tatsuuma strong duality theorem to

the nontype I case.

1. Introduction. N. Tatsuuma has obtained a remarkable duality theorem for

locally compact groups [10, Theorem 1], where a locally compact group is re-

constructed from its infinite-dimensional unitary representation theory, in a manner

completely analogous to the way the Tannaka duality theory reconstructs a

compact group from its finite-dimensional representations. However the Tatsuuma

theorem reconstructs the group from the set of general unitary representations

(particularly the left regular representation), while both the Tannaka duality

theorem for compact groups and the Pontrjagen duality theorem for abelian locally

compact groups reconstructs the group from the set of irreducible unitary repre-

sentations. Unfortunately, for a general locally compact group, a unitary representa-

tion need not be a direct sum of irreducible representations. Further in any such

duality theory the tensor product operation is crucial for the structure of the

representation theory, and the tensor product of two irreducible representations is,

in general, not a direct sum of irreducible representations. Thus to obtain a duality

theorem based on the space of irreducible representations, the theory of direct

integrals of representations must be used to even specify the tensor product

structure. Thus we must restrict ourselves to separable (second countable) locally

compact groups and to separable unitary representations in order that the direct

integral theory (cf. [2], [3], [6] and [7]) applies. Further this direct integral theory
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is much better behaved for type I groups, where every representation has an

essentially unique decomposition as a direct integral of irreducible representations.

N. Tatsuuma has obtained a duality theorem for type I separable locally compact

groups, based on the set of irreducible representations of the group (cf. §4 of [10]).

N. Tatsuuma refers to this result as the duality theorem in a strong form. Here the

hypothesis of the theorem uses the measure or Borel structure on the set of irre-

ducible representations, in addition to the structure involving direct sums, unitary

equivalence and tensor products. However the topological portion of this type I

strong duality theorem is somewhat deficient, as it is not clear how the topology of

the group may be specified purely in terms of its irreducible representations.

Nevertheless this is analyzed for the case of abelian and compact groups, and the

complete Pontrjagin and Tannaka duality theorems are obtained as special cases

of Tatsuuma's strong duality theorem (cf. §4.3 of [10]).

In §4 we obtain the topological portion of the theorem, even in the nontype I

case. Thus in any separable locally compact group G a sequence x¡ converges to an

element x in G if and only if 7r(x¡) converges strongly to w(x) for every irreducible

representation of G.

The main point of this paper is to generalize the strong form of Tatsuuma duality

to the nontype I case, where the decomposition of a representation into irreducibles

is no longer unique. We have formulated our main result (cf. Definitions 3.1, 3.2

and Theorem 3.3) for separable locally compact groups in a somewhat different

manner than Tatsuuma's type I theorem, although it reduces to essentially the same

result in the type I case. The biggest change, in going to the nontype I case, is the

necessity of using the set of all factor representations rather than merely irreducible

representations, as a dual object. (We admit defeat in the terminology battle and

with this paper we begin using the term "factor" rather than the term "primary"

employed in [3].) The concept "set G¡ of factor representations of G" is made more

explicit in Definition 2.1, and Gf is given a Borel structure. Very loosely the strong

duality theorem may be formulated as follows. Let G+ denote the set of maps

(called options) on Gf which associate a nonzero operator on the space of n, for

each 77 in G¡ and which are bounded Borel maps which preserve direct sums, unitary

equivalence and tensor products. Since factor representations are not closed under

tensor products, this last condition must be formulated somewhat technically in

terms of direct integral theory (cf. axiom (iii) of Definition 3.1). Give G+ the

largest topology such that F, converges to T whenever Tt is a sequence such that

TJtt) converges strongly to T(n), for all n in Gf (cf. Remark 4.5). For each x in G,

one may define an element x of G+ by x(tt)=tt(x) for all n in Gf. The strong duality

theorem (Theorem 3.3) then asserts that the map x -*■ x is an isomorphism and

homeomorphism of G onto G+. The topological portion of this theorem is new,

even in the type I case.

Our main technique is to study Borel options (bounded Borel operator valued

maps on Gf which preserve unitary equivalence and direct sums) and to show how
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these can be canonically extended by integration theory to options defined for all

separable representations. In this way we reduce the strong duality theorem to the

weak form of the Tatsuuma duality which involves all representations (§2 of [10]).

This theory of Borel options is developed in §2. While this material is formulated

in terms of separable unitary representations of a separable locally compact group,

it applies equally well to separable ""-representations of separable C*-algebras.

We have thus written up this theory in one separate section for its potential utility

in solving quite different problems. In particular the theory of §2 might be useful for

obtaining a strong form of the Takesaki duality theorem for separable C*-algebras

(cf. [9]).

Throughout this paper G will always denote a separable (second countable)

locally compact group, and "representation" shall always mean strongly con-

tinuous unitary representation on a separable Hubert space.

A portion of this work was done while the author was a visitor at the Mathe-

matisches Institut der Universität, at Göttingen, Germany, during the summer of

1969 and he wishes to express his gratefulness for the hospitality of the Institute.

He also thanks the National Science Foundation, U.S.A., for its financial support.

2. Borel options. In our previous discussion of duality theory (cf. [4]) we have

used a slightly different concrete dual object than that which has been used in

decomposition theory ([7] and [3]). Since the major technique for obtaining the

duality theorem of this paper is the direct integral decomposition theory of

representations, we shall make use of this different concrete dual, which we now

define. Throughout this paper, G is a separable, locally compact group.

Definition 2.1. Let Mfx denote the classical Hubert space of square summable

sequences of complex numbers. Let J^n denote the finite-dimensional subspace

consisting of all sequences which are zero after the nth term. Let G%, denote the set

of all concrete unitary representations of G on ¿P«, and G£ the set of all such

representations on 34?n. Let

G° =      U      G°n.
n= 00.1,2,...

The set Gc is given the Mackey Borel structure by specifying that each G£ is a Borel

subset of Gc, and each G£ is given the smallest Borel structure making the complex

functions -n -> (tt(x)>/j, <p) Borel functions, for each x in G and <p, <p in J^n.

Let Gf denote the set of all factor representations in Gc. The set Gf is a Borel

subset of Gc and hence a standard Borel space (cf. Theorem 1 and its corollary, [3]).

Finally the quasi-dual, G, is the quotient of Gh with respect to quasi-equivalence.

This concrete dual, Gc, is precisely that defined in [7] and used in [3]. In our earlier

paper on duality [4], we defined the concrete dual to be the set of all unitary repre-

sentations of G which act on any closed subspace of 3^x. However every representa-

tion in this larger concrete dual is unitary equivalent to one contained in Gc and

hence, by axiom [4] of Definition 2.1 of [4], every option defined on the larger
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concrete dual is uniquely determined by its values on Gc. Hence, in the case of

separable locally compact groups, the entire theory of [4] applies, using this slightly

smaller concrete dual Gc. In this context we next define what we mean by an option

on the factor dual Gf.

Definition 2.2. An option on G¡ is an operator valued function T, defined on Gh

satisfying the following three axioms :

(i) T(v) e &{*(*)) for all 77 in G;.

(ii)   SuP;I6G/||F(7r)||<+CO.

(iii) If 7T, ir' are elements of Gf, and if U is a linear isometry of 3^(-n') onto a closed

subspace of ^(tt) such that Uir'U'1^, then ^(U-n'U'1) is an invariant subspace

of the operator T(tt), and the restriction of F(7r) to 3#'(Utt'U~1) is precisely

UT(w')U-\

Remark 2.3. An option on Gc is defined in precisely the same manner, with Gc

replacing Gf in the above definition. In this definition, and throughout this paper,

3^(tt) will always denote the representation space of the representation 77, and

3?(Jf(ir)) will denote the space of all bounded linear operators on ^¡P(-n). Similarly,

for any unitary representation 77, .5/(77) will always denote the von Neumann algebra

generated by the range of 77. Loosely speaking, an option on G, is a uniformly

bounded operator valued function on G¡ which preserves subrepresentations and

unitary equivalence.

If 77 is any factor representation on a separable (possibly finite dimensional)

Hubert space Jf, then 77 is unitary equivalent to an element of G,, say UnU'1 e G¡.

If Fis an option on G,, we shall define T(v)=U~1T(UitU~1)U. This convention

for the automatic extension of an option on G, to separable factor representations

not in Gf will help us to avoid a proliferation of isometries. In terms of this con-

vention, axiom (iii) of Definition 2.2 may be formulated as stating that if 77 and 77'

are separable factor representations and 77' ̂ 77, then F(77') is the restriction of F(t7)

to JIV).

In a previous paper [4] we have shown that the set of options on Gc form a von

Neumann algebra isomorphic to the enveloping von Neumann algebra of G. We

next state the corresponding fact for options defined only on Gf, and leave the proof

to the reader.

Proposition 2.4. The set of options on G¡, with norm defined by

\\t\\ = sup urooii
neGf

and *-algebra operations defined pointwise, is a von Neumann algebra canonically

isomorphic to the von Neumann algebra generated by the range of the representation

which is the direct sum of all representations in Gf.

Proposition 2.5. IfTis an option on Gf, then T(ir) e si(jt)for every v in G¡.

Proof. Let T be an option on G¡ and 77 an element of G¡. Let F be a projection in

•^(tt)', the commutant of ssf(n). Then the range of E is an invariant subspace of 77
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and hence, by axiom (iii) of Definition 2.2, an invariant subspace of T(n). Similarly

the range of I-E is an invariant subspace of F(V). Thus F(7r) commutes with all

the projections of s/(tt)' and hence T(n) e sí(tt).

Definition 2.6. An option F on G, will be called a Borel option if the complex

valued functions tt -> (T(tt)i/i, q>) are Borel functions on G" = Gf n Gcn, for all i/i, <p

in Jfn and for « = co, 1,2,....

We mention some examples of Borel options. If x is an element of G, the option

x, defined on Gf by x(tt)=tt(x) for all -n in Gf, is a Borel option, precisely by the

definition of the Borel structure on G,. Similarly, if g is an element of C*(G), the

C*-group algebra of G, then g is a Borel option on Gf, where g(v)—ir'(g), where

■n-eGf and w' denotes the corresponding (i.e., integrated) proper ^representation

of C*(G). Further linear combinations (defined pointwise) of Borel options on Gf

are Borel options.

We next consider the problem of extending a Borel option on Gf, to all of Gc.

In general, a Borel option on Gf will admit many extensions to the entire concrete

dual Gc. For example, the identity option I on G¡ (I(ii) is the identity operator on

J^(w) for every tt in Gf) is clearly a Borel option. (In fact 7 = ê, where e is the identity

element of the group.) Note that every it in Gc may be written uniquely in the form

f "= «d © *c

where ird and nc are disjoint, ird is a direct sum of factor representations, and nc

contains no factor subrepresentations. For each w in Gc, let D(w) denote the

projection of 3^ (tt) onto ^(tt^). Then D is also an option on Gc, which extends I.

However, while every Borel option on G¡ does not admit a unique extension to Gc,

we shall now see that every such Borel option admits a canonical extension to Gc.

(In the case of this example, the identity option on Gc will be the canonical exten-

sion of the identity option on Gf.)

We consider the central decomposition of an arbitrary element -n of Gc. Thus

there exists a Borel subset B<^ G such that B is a standard Borel space, a o-finite

Borel measure v on G such that v(G—B)=0, and a Borel map £ -*■ tt(£) of B into Gf

such that 7t(|) e £ for every f in B. Then \B tt(£) dv(£) is unitary equivalent to tt and

is the central decomposition of tt. The range of the associated projection valued

measure is precisely the set of projections in the center of jB tt(£) dv(£) (cf. Theorem

2 and its corollary of [3]). Of course

jf^B n(i) dv(o) = jB *W0) MS)

=    2    ®L2(Bn,jen,v)
n= oo,l,2,...

where Bn={£ : £(?(■*(£))=JQ, « = oo, 1, 2,..., and L2(Bn,Jfn, v) denotes the

Hubert space of v-square integrable functions from Bn to J^n.
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Let V denote the linear isometry of ^"(77) onto J"B J^(77(D) dv(g) such that

Ft7F-1= f tKO*(ö.

Let F denote a Borel option on Gf. By a trinary rationale, we shall use Tc to

denote the canonical extension of T, to the concrete dual Gc, by means of the central

decomposition, defined by

7»= V-^J(-n(è))dv(^y.

Theorem 2.7. If T is a Borel option on G¡, then the canonical extension Tc is a

well-defined option on Gc, such that \\TC\\ = ||F||.

Proof. Consider two possible central decompositions of 77, say

77 = Vx 1771 Fi    where 77! =       ttx(Ç) dvx(^)
JBX

and

77 = F2_1772F2   where 772=       772(|) aV2(|),
Jb2

where i -> -nrx(Ç) and £ -> 772(£) are Borel fields of factor representations on Bx and

B2 respectively. Thus 771(|) e G¡ for all {f e Bx and -n2(Ç) e G¡ for all | e B2. By the

essential uniqueness of the central decomposition, we have that vx and v2 are equiv-

alent measures on G (i.e., have the same null sets) and B=BX n B2 is a Borel subset

of G such that vi(/?i — B)=0 and v2(52 —5)=0. Thus we may identify

f  *iè) *,(£)   with f 77,(0 dvfâ
JBt JB

for i=l, 2. Thus, without loss of generality we shall take BX = B2 = B in the above

decompositions. Further since 771(|)^772(|), except for a set of measure zero, we

shall assume B has been chosen such that 771(£)^772(f) for all è, in B. Since 77¡(£) e G,,

1=1, 2, equality of dimension implies they are in fact acting on the same space.

Thus in particular, Jf'(TTX(Ç))=3€'(ir2(è)) for all £ in 5.

Since vx and v2 are equivalent measures, there exists a canonical isomorphism

V3 of 3*P(TT2)=$Bœ(Tr2(Ç))dv2(Ç) onto JB J^(n2(0)dvx(Ç) (cf. remark on p. 148 of

[1]). Let 773=jB772(i)aV1(£). Then 772 = V3 »w,F3 and ^ = (V3V2)-^3(V3V2). Let

(7=K3F2Fr1. Then

"i = ^irFf1 = F1F2-1F3-1773F3F2Fr1 = ff-hr.tf.

Since ^f (t7i(0)=^f(772(f )) for all | in 5 we have J?(itx)=J^(n3). Thus U is a unitary

operator on ^(-nx) which is decomposable (cf. Proposition 8.2.4 of [2]). In fact

u = jB u(0 dVx(0
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where, for vj-almost all |, t/(£) is a unitary operator on 3^(ttx(£)) such that

Indeed, eliminating this null set by choosing a smaller Borel set ß, if necessary, we

may assume, without loss of generality, that {7(0 is a unitary operator on Jff(irx(i))

such that ttx(0=U(0-1tt2(0U(0 for all £ in 5.

We are now in a position to see that Tc is well defined. By axiom (iii) (Definition

2.2) for an option on Gf we have, for each f,

Hence

= ^r1^-1^ HMO) *a(o) pï-w»

=   V2^J<TT2(è))dv2(^V2.

Hence Fc(7r) is well defined.

As a corollary of this verification, we observe that Tc satisfies a part of axiom (iii)

(cf. Definition 2.2) of an option on Gc. Specifically, if ttx and 7r2 are in Gc and Uis a

linear isometry of 3f(irx) onto 3^(tt2) such that ttx = U-1tt2U, then Tc(ttx)

= U~1Tc(tt2)U. Indeed if 7r2 has a central decomposition

then 7rx has a central decomposition

and hence

7>0 = U^V-1 j T(n(0) dv(É)VU = U-VHirJU.

The map Fc on Gc clearly satisfies axiom (i) of Definition 2.2. We next show that

Tc is uniformly bounded on Gc (axiom (ii) of Definition 2.2).

If tt s Gc, then tt admits a central decomposition tt= V'1 jB tt(Ç) dv(£)V. Hence

\T%TT)\\   =  11   Í   T(TT(t))dV(Ç)\
JB

= v-ess. sup I TWf)) ||

g Sup ||r(7r')||.
n'eGf
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Hence

||ri = sup ||r°(ff)|| s Sup ||f(t7)¡| = ¡r|.
jreGc jteGf

The reverse inequality is trivial since Gf^Gc. Hence |[Fc|| = ||r|| and we have

established everything in our theorem, except the fact that Tc satisfies axiom (iii) of

Definition 2.2.

Suppose 77, 77' are elements of Gc and U is a linear isometry of Jf (77') onto a

closed subspace of J^(tt) such that LV U ~1 ̂  77. (Here the Utr'U'1^ is to be

interpreted concretely as stating that Un'U'1 is obtained by restricting 77 to a

closed invariant subspace of ^(77).) Let

,7= V-1 ( 77(f) oV(f)F

be the central decomposition of 77, where B is a Borel subset of the quasi-dual G

and f -*■ 77(f) is a Borel map of B into G¡ such that 77(f) e f for all f in B. Let

*i=)B Hf) dv(£) and 77^ = VUrr'U ~1V ~1. Thus 77Í ¿ ttx. Let E denote the projection

in s#(ttx)' such that the space of 77^ is the range of E. By Corollary 2 to Proposition

4 of [3] we have

and hence £ is a decomposable operator. Thus there exists a v-measurable field of

projections f -> F(f) on B such that F(f ) e j^(tt(í))' for v-almost all f. For each f

for which F(f ) =¡¿ 0, let 77Í(f ) denote the restriction of 77(f) to the range of F(f). By

eliminating a set of measure zero if necessary, we may assume that f -> F(f) is in

fact a Borel field of projections, on B. Then {f : f eB and F(f) = 0} is a Borel

subset of B. Thus there exists a Borel subset B' of B such that F(f ) ̂  0 if f e B' and

F(f)=0 if f eB-B'. Thus f -> F(f)J>f(77(f)) is a v-measurable field of Hubert

spaces on B' and f -> 77^(f) is a v-measurable field of representations on B' and

-i-£«i(0*(O.

We next verify that this is in fact a central decomposition of tt'x. Thus we must

show that the range of the associated projection valued measure is precisely the set

of projections in the center of ^(77^). Let E' be a projection in the center of .5/(77^).

Since <&(■*[)=ji/(ttx)e, we know that the center of ^(77^) is 2£B, where Si is the

center of sá{nx) (cf. §2.1 of Chapter 1 of [1]). Thus there exists a projection F in the

center of s#(irx) such that E'=FE. Since trx=¡B 77(f) oV(f) is the central decomposi-

tion, there exists a Borel set BF<=B such that F is the projection of ^(nx) onto

jBp ̂ (tt(0) dv(Q. Let BE.=BF n B'. Then E' is precisely the projection of -J^i)

onto J"B 77Í(f) aV(f). Thus E' is contained, in the range of the projection valued

measure associated with the decomposition 7ri=JB, 77^(f) «V(f).
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Conversely, if E' is in the range of the projection valued measure, then there is a

Borel set, say BE. c B' such that E' is the projection of 3rif (tt'x) onto f Bs, 3V(ir'x(Ç)) dv(£).

Further BE. is also a Borel subset of B. Hence there is a projection F in the center of

■^(""i). with range space JBb, J^(ttx(£)) dv(Ç). Thus E'=FB is in the center of sá{rr'x),

since the center of ¿í(tt'x) is exactly ZE, where 2£ is the center of ¿4(ttx). Thus we

have established that tt'x = J"B, tt'x(Ç) dv(Ç) is the central decomposition.

Next consider another central decomposition of tt'x, for which all the component

representations are elements of our concrete dual Gc. Thus consider the central

decomposition

w[= w-1 f Tr'2(Odv(è)W
JB'

where £ -*■ tt'2(Ç) is a Borel map of B' into Gf and W is a linear isometry of tf (tt'x)

onto jB. Jif(iT'2(£)) dv({). Since we have two central decompositions of tt'x, we may

use Proposition 8.2.4 of [2] to conclude that there exists a v-measurable field of

isometries f -»> W(£) on B' such that

»i(0 = ^(0-^(0^(0
v-almost everywhere.

We are finally in a position to apply axiom (iii) of Definition 2.2. For each

| e B', tt'2(£) e Gf and tt(£) e Gf, and further

w(0-v¿(¿Mfí = »i(0 = «Ko
for v-almost all £.

Thus, for v-almost all f, ^(JFif)-1"^!) W(f)) is a closed invariant subspace for

the operator T(tt({¡)) and the restriction of F(ir(f)) to this invariant subspace is

precisely   W(£y1T(ir'2(0W(.0-   Hence   the   restriction   of   jB T(tt($)) dv   to

Jfl' JB'

Hence the restriction of Tc(rr)=V-1 fB T(tt(£)) dv(Ç)V to F"1 fB, ¿f(iri(0) o"v(f)F

= K-1^r(7ri)F=^f(C/7r'C/-1) is

p-ijp-i f  7V(0)oH0WF.
Jb'

Note that

„' = u-iV-i„'lVu= U~1V-1W-1 f 7r'2(0 dv(0WVU
JB'

is a central decomposition of tt'. Hence by our definition of the extension Tc we

have

rV)= U^V^W-1 f T(Tr'2(è))dv($)WVU.
JB'
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Thus UT^tt^U-1 is precisely the restriction of Fc(t7) to ^(Un'U'1) and we have

shown that Tc satisfies axiom (iii) for an option on Gc.

Remark 2.8. Now that we have established that Tc is an option on Gc, we shall

assume the obvious extension of Tc to any other separable representation of G.

Indeed if 77 is any such separable representation then it is unitary equivalent to some

element of G°, say 77= Uir'U'1, where U is a linear isometry and 77' e G°. One then

defines Tc(w)=UTc(ir')U-1. The fact that Tc satisfies axiom (iii) on Gc ensures that

Fc(77) is well defined. The purpose of this convention, which after the previous proof

the reader can appreciate, is to avoid the proliferation of linear isometrics.

Definition 2.9. Let 77=js 77(f) av(f) be any direct integral decomposition of 77,

where v is a a-finite Borel measure on the standard Borel space S and f -* 77(f) is a

v-measurable field of representations. Such a decomposition will be said to be

coarse if any one of the following equivalent conditions hold.

(i) The range of the associated projection valued measure is contained in the

center of ¿f(ir).

(ii)s*(n) = jss/(n(t))dV(t).

(iii)^(77)' = Js^(77(f))'i/v(f).

We shall say such a decomposition is fine if it is a decomposition into irreducible

components, which is equivalent to saying that the range of the associated projec-

tion valued measure is a maximal Boolean algebra of projections in the corn-

mutant of the representation.

The equivalence of conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) is shown in Proposition 4 and

Corollary 2 of [3]. The only decompositions which happen to be both coarse and

fine are the central decompositions of multiplicity free representations. (A repre-

sentation is multiplicity free if it has an abelian commutant.) Furthermore every

decomposition may be further refined to obtain a fine decomposition (cf. Lemma

1.9 of [10]). Our next proposition states that Borel options behave well relative to

coarse decompositions.

Proposition 2.10. Let T be a Borel option on G¡ and let Tc denote its canonical

extension to Gc. If^ = ^s n(X) dv(X) is a coarse decomposition, then

FC(77) =  f Tc(ir(X)) dv(X).

Proof. We shall prove this assertion by using the fact that every coarse decom-

position may be further refined into the central decomposition (cf. Theorem 2.11

of [5] and p. 100 of [6]). More explicitly, each 77(A), for A in S, admits a central

decomposition into factor representations, say

77(A) =       77(A, y) dp-ffy).
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Then the double integral

tt = tt(X, y) dp.K(y) dv(\)
JaJSx

is equivalent to the central decomposition of tt. But by its definition, the extended

option Tc integrates properly with respect to the central decomposition. Applying

this fact to the central decomposition above we have

T%tt) =   f   f   T%T,(X,y))dp.Á(y)dV(X)
JSJSi

and

T%tt(X)) =   f   T°(TT(\,y))dp.K(y)
Jsh

for each A is S.

Substituting the second equation in the first we have

T%tt) =  f T%tt(X)) dv(X).
JS

We have seen that any option on Gc which is of the form Tc, for some Borel

option T on G¡, is completely determined by its values on the factor dual G¡. We

define an option Fon Gc to be factorizable if, whenever tt=J"5 tt(\) dv(X) is a central

decomposition of tt into factor representations, one has

T(tt) =   f T(tt(X)) dv(X).

Many, but certainly not all, options on Gc are factorizable. In our remarks follow-

ing Definition 2.6 we gave an example of an option on G° (a projection) which was

not factorizable.

Proposition 2.11. The set & of factorizable options on Gc is a C*-subalgebra of

the enveloping von Neumann algebra ¿d(G), which contains both G and its C*-group

algebra C*(G) and which is closed under the operation of taking strong sequential

limits.

We delay the proof of Proposition 2.11 to make some remarks. The characteriza-

tion of the enveloping von Neumann algebra ¿&(G), as a *-algebra of options on Gc

is described in [4]. The locally compact group G and its C*-group algebra are

isomorphically embedded in stf(G). The corresponding proposition for C*-algebras

would state that the factorizable options form a C*-subalgebra of the enveloping

von Neumann algebra stf(A) of the C*-algebra A, which contains A and is closed

under strong sequential limits.

Since C*(G), when embedded in ¿¿(G), is strongly dense in s/(G), it is clear that

the set of factorizable options are also strongly dense in j/(G). Nevertheless, even
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though G is separable, the enveloping von Neumann algebra is so large that s/(G)

is generally not of countable type and the strong operator topology of ¿#(G) does

not satisfy the first axiom of countabihty. Thus there are many elements of ¿&(G)

which cannot be reached by strongly convergent sequences of factorizable options.

It would be very interesting to find some other characterizations of this C*-

subalgebra of s/(G).

Proof of Proposition 2.11. It is clear that the options corresponding to elements

of G or C*(G) are factorizable. We next observe that the factorizable options form

a ""-algebra. Let Tx, T2e& and let a, ß be complex numbers. Let

77 = f 77(A) dv(X)

be a central decomposition. Then by Proposition 4 of [3],

^(77) = f s*(tt(X)) dv(X).

Further Tx(ir) and F2(77) are elements of s/(tt). Since Tx and T2 are factorizable we

have

^(77) = £ F^A)) dv(X),       i = 1, 2.

By Proposition 3, p. 159 of [1], we have

(aTx+ßT2)(7T)   =  «F1(77)+j8r2(77)

= a f Tx(n(X))dv(X)+ß f r2(7r(A))«v(A)
Js Js

= JslaTx(n(X)) + ßTMX))]dv(X)

=   f (aTx+ßT2)(n(X))dv(X).
Js

Similarly Proposition 3, p. 159 of [1] implies that FiF2 and Tx* are factorizable. Thus

& is a *-algebra.

Next suppose {F(} is a sequence in & and {F,} converges strongly to T in ¿/(G).

Then {F,(7r)} converges strongly to F(t7). Since T(ir) e s/(n) and ¿2/(77)

~js *K^(77(À)) dv(X) there exists a v-measurable field of operators A -> T(X) such that

F(A) e ^(t7(A)) for v-almost all A and T(tt)=$s T(X) dv(X). Since ^(77) converges

strongly to F(77), Proposition 4, p. 160 of [1] implies there exists a subsequence

Tnk(n) of Fj(t7) such that Tnk(tr(X)) converges strongly to F(A) for v-almost all A. But

since  Tt-+T strongly in  s/(G) we  have  Tnic -► T strongly in j/(G).  Thus
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Tnk(Tr(X)) ^ T(tt(X)) strongly for all A in S. Hence we have F(A) = F(tt(A)) for v-

almost all A and hence

IV) = Jr(«(A))A(A),

i.e., T is factorizable.

It is now clear that !F is a C*-algebra. If Fis contained in the uniform closure of

IF, it is the uniform limit of a sequence in IF and hence also the strong limit of this

sequence in !F. By our previous result, F must be contained in F.

3. A strong duality theorem. We shall now give an application of the previous

study of Borel options by obtaining a strong duality theorem for separable locally

compact groups which will generalize Tatsuuma's strong form of his duality

theorem (Proposition 4.1 of [10]) to the nontype I case. We will thus show how such

a group may be reconstructed from its set of factor representations and its natural

structure consisting of direct sums, unitary equivalence, Borel structure and tensor

product structure. The direct integral theory must be used to describe the tensor

product structure, as the set of factor representations is, in general, not closed

with respect to the operation of tensor products. The topological part of the duality

theorem, which shows how the topology of the group may be reconstituted from its

factor representation theory, is new even in the type I case, and will be described in

the next section.

The letter G, as always, will denote a separable locally compact group. In

N. Tatsuuma's strong duality theory for type I groups, he begins with the dual

object G of unitary equivalence classes of irreducible representations of G, and

then chooses a cross-section. An operator valued function (option) on this cross-

section can then be extended to all concrete irreducible representations by requiring

that it preserve unitary equivalence. In the nontype I case it is not surprising that

we shall require a dual object consisting of factor representations rather than merely

irreducible representations. Thus the quasi-dual G, the set of all quasi-equivalence

classes of separable factor representations of G, might be a natural candidate

for a dual object. However in the nontype I case, it is not possible to take a Borel

cross-section of the dual G, or the quasi-dual G. For this reason we shall consider

the concrete factor dual G¡ (cf. Definition 2.1) as our "dual object" in this theory.

The reader may recall the definition of a Borel option on G¡ (Definitions 2.2 and

2.6). Also recall (Definition 2.9) that any direct integral decomposition of a repre-

sentation into irreducible components is called afine decomposition.

Definition 3.1. An option Fon Gf is said to be admissible if the following three

conditions are satisfied :

(i) F is a Borel option on Gf.

(ii) T(tt)=¿0 for every w in Gf.

(iii) If ttx, tt2 are elements of Gr and if

Ufa &TTJU-1 = f TriX)dv(X)
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is any fine decomposition of 77! <g) 772, where 77(A) e G¡ for all A in S, and Uis a linear

isometry, then

U(T(ttx) ® Htt^U-1 = $ F(tt(A)) dv(X).

Definition 3.2. Let G+ denote the set of all admissible options on G¡. Define

multiplication pointwise; i.e., if S, Te G+, define ST by ST(tt) = S(tt)T(it) for all

77 in Gf. Give G+ the largest topology such that Ff converges to F whenever F¡ is a

sequence such that Tfa) converges strongly to F(77), for all 77 in G, (cf. Remark 4.5).

We shall call G+ the reconstituted group, a terminology justified by the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.3 (The duality theorem in strong form). Let G be a separable

locally compact group. Then the reconstituted group G+ is a separable locally compact

group. To each x in G, we may associate an option x on G¡ defined by

x(tt) = tr(x)   for all 77 in Gf.

The mapping x —> x is an isomorphism and homeomorphism of G onto G+.

The fact that G+ is a separable locally compact group will follow immediately

when we show x -> x is an isomorphism and homeomorphism of G onto G+. The

fact that x -> x is a homeomorphism will be proved in §4 when we study the topol-

ogy of G+. The map x -> x is clearly a one-to-one homomorphism. The proof that

this map is surjective will depend on the following two propositions, as well as the

weak form of the Tatsuuma duality theorem.

Proposition 3.4. Let G be a separable locally compact group and let T be an

admissible option on Gf. As usual, let Tc denote the canonical extension of T to Gc

(cf. Theorem 2.7 and Remark 2.8). If

UirU'1 = i tt(A) oV(A)

is any direct integral decomposition of-rr, then

UT^U-1 = f Fc(t7(A)) oV(A).

Proof. Notice that for Borel options we were able to obtain this result only for

coarse decompositions. We are thus able to obtain a much stronger result for

admissible options. We prove this result in three steps, by considering special cases

first.

Step 1. (The case of a fine decomposition of a factor representation.) We assume

77 is a factor representation of G and

C/77L7-1 =   f 77(A) ov( A)

is a fine decomposition into irreducible components.
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In axiom (iii) of Definition 3.1, let ttx=tt2 be the trivial one-dimensional repre-

sentation e of G. Let W denote the natural isometry of C <g> C onto C where C is

the (one-dimensional Hubert space of) complex numbers. Thus W(e (g e)W'1 = e

is a (discrete) decomposition into irreducible components and hence by axiom (iii)

W(T(e) ® T(e))W-1 = T(e),

from which one concludes that T(e)2 = T(e). Using axiom (ii) we conclude that

T(e) = l.

Returning to our factor representation tt, there is a natural isometry V of

Jffa <g C onto 3^(tt) defined by V(<¡¡ ® a) = m\> for all a in C and </> in Jffa.

Similarly define an isometry VA of JfV(A)) (g) C onto J^(7r(A)). Then we have

V(ir^e)V-1=ir and Vk(tt(X) ® O^*"1»^) for all A in S. Thus

UV(tt <g ̂ K-1^/-1 =   Í   Fx(tt(A) <g e)^"1 OV(A)

is a fine decomposition of tt cg> e and hence by axiom (iii) of Definition 3.1 we have

UV(T(tt) Cg. T(e))V-W-' = J F(K,(tt(A) <g> e)V^) dv(X)

= jsT(TT(X))dv(X),

while

UV(T(tt) ® F^F^C/"1 = UV(T(tt) ® OF-1^-1 = UTfaU-1.

Step 2. (The case of a fine decomposition of an arbitrary representation.) Here

we assume tt is an arbitrary representation, but that

UttU-1 = f tt(A)oV(A)
Js

is a fine decomposition.

Since the center of s^fa is contained in any maximal abelian subalgebra of sifa,

we have that the fine decomposition \s tt(X) dv(X) is necessarily a refinement of the

central decomposition of tt (cf., for example, p. 100 of [6]). Thus we may write our

fine decomposition equivalently as a double integral

f  f  TT(X,0dv(X)dp.(0
JG JS,

where |g tt'(0 ¿KO is a central decomposition and

tt'(0= f  ^ÖAKA)

is a fine decomposition of the factor representation ■*'($). Now

F<(J, tt'(0 O>(0) = £ ?>'(£)) <wo
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by Proposition 2.10. On the other hand

FV(¿))= f  F^ÍAf))^)
Js(

by Step 1 since 77'(f) is a factor representation. Thus

T<\[ f  77(A,f)aV{(A)a>(f)l = f f  F^ÍAf^ov^oMf).
JöJst J      Jg.'sj

Putting this in the equivalent single integral form we have

TCU tt(A) av(A)l = f Fc(t7(A)) dv(X).

Thus (cf. Remark 2.8) we have

UTofàU-1 = T^UnU-1)

= F<(£ 77(A) o-v(A))

= £fc(t7(A))í/v(A).

Step 3. (The general case.) A general decomposition |s 77(A) ov(A) admits a

refinement into a fine decomposition (cf. Lemma 1.9 of [10]). Thus each 77(A) admits

a fine decomposition

77(A) =  f  77(A,f)aVA(f)
Js,Js*

so that

UnU-*= f f  77(A,f)«VA(f)oV(A)
JsJsn

is also a fine decomposition. By Step 2 we have

T°(n(X))=  f   FV(A,f))*A(f)

and again by Step 2

E/F^C/-1 = f f  reWA,0)AA(OA(A).
Js JsA

Hence

UT'^U-1 = f Fc(7t(A)) flV(A).

Corollary 3.5. IfTis an admissible option on G¡, then

FC(77i  ® 772)  =  F(77i)  g F(772)

/or any ■n1, tt2 in G¡.
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Proof. According to axiom (iii) of Definition 3.1, if

Ufa ®7r2)í7-1 = f tt(A) dV(A)

is a fine decomposition (and every separable representation admits a fine decom-

position) then

Tfa) <g F(t72) = U-1 ¡ TfaX)) dv(X)U.

By Proposition 3.4 we have

t/-1 Í TfaX)) dv(X)U = U^T'l f tt(X) dv(X)]u = Tcfa ®tt2).

Our next proposition generalizes this property to representations which are not

factor representations.

Proposition 3.6. If T is an admissible option on G, and ttx and tt2 are any two

separable representations of G, then

Tcfa <g 772) = T*fa) <g Tcfa).

Proof. Suppose first that ttx is a factor representation. Let

"2=   V-1    f   TT2(X)dv(X)V

be a central decomposition of 772. Then there exists a linear isometry U such that

ttx®tt2=U-1[ fa® tt2(X)) dv(X)U.
JS

(This is a special case of Lemma 1.10 of [10], and also follows from Proposition 11,

p. 152 of [1].) Since ttx and t72(A) are factor representations, Corollary 3.5 implies

T'fa <g 772(A)) = T'fa) ® T°fa(X)).

On the other hand, by Proposition 3.4 we have

TCfa  ® 772) =   U-1 J   TCfa  ® 772(A)) dv(X)U

= f/"1 js Tcfa) (g) T°fa(X)) dv(X)U

= T'fa) ® V-1 js T%tt2(X)) dv(X)V

= FVi) ® T^V-1 js n2(X) oV(A)f]

= FVi) ® rfa).
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The above argument may now be repeated in the case where ttx is not a factor

representation. Once again we take the central decomposition of tt2 and use the

result just obtained to argue that

T%7TX   $ 772(A))   =   FC(77l)   8 FC(772(A)).

We conclude this section by completing the algebraic portion of the proof of the

duality theorem (Theorem 3.3). It is sufficient to show the map x -*■ x maps G onto

G + . If Te G+, then Fis an admissible option on Gf and hence by Proposition 3.6

has a canonical extension Tc which preserves tensor products of separable repre-

sentations. If L is the left regular representation, Tc(L)^0 follows from axiom (ii)

of Definition 3.1 by taking the central decomposition of L. By the Tatsuuma duality

theorem (cf. Proposition 2.1 of [10] and Remark 3.14 of [4]) it follows that Tc is of

the form Tc=x for some x in G, i.e., Fc(77)=77(x) for any representation 77. In

particular F(77)=77(x) for every 77 in G,.

4. The topology of the reconstituted group. In this section we shall consider the

topological portion of the duality theorem. How can the topology of the group G

be reconstructed from its representation theory ? It is known that the topology of

G is precisely the smallest topology such that the maps x -> 77(x) are strongly

continuous, for all 77 in Gc (cf. Remark 3.14 of [4]). Indeed it is known that the left

regular representation L of G is a strong operator topology homeomorphism, and

hence the topology of G is the smallest topology such that x -*■ L(x) is strongly

continuous (cf. Lemma 2.2 of [4] and note that the weak and strong operator

topologies are identical on the unitary group). However in the strong form of

duality, we wish to regain the topology of G purely from the space of factor

representations. Indeed we shall see the topology of G can be specified purely in

terms of the irreducible representations. A simple application of the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem enables us to reduce the problem to consideration

of the left regular representation, where the situation is well understood. The crucial

observation is given in the next proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let 77=|s 77(A) ov(A) be any direct integral decomposition, where

77 is a separable representation of G. If {xt} is a sequence in G and xe G such that

w(X, Xi) converges strongly to tt(X, x), for each X in S, then tt(Xí) converges strongly

to tt(x).

Proof. Each </< e 3^(tt) is of the form 1/1=\s i/>(X) dv(X) where A -> >fi(X) is a measur-

able field of vectors on S such that <p(X) e Jf (77(A)) for each A in S and

Wl2 = Jj|-A(A)||2«v(A)

(Xi)-n(xM\\2 = $   \\(n(X,Xi)-7r(X,x))4l(X)\\2du(X).

< +00.
Js

Then
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Thus

fi(X)= \\(TT(X,Xi)-TT(X,x))m\\2

is a positive v-measurable, and in fact v-integrable function on S. Further since

7r(A, xt) converges strongly to 77(A, x) for each A in S, by hypothesis, we have that/i

converges to zero pointwise on S. Further each f is bounded by a v-integrable

function. Indeed

/t(A)=    \\(TT(X,Xi)-TT(X,x))m\\2

^ HA, x¿mV+ IKA, x)0(A)||2+2|77(A, xt)^(A)|| ||t7(A, x>£(A)||

è 4\\m\\2

where we have used the fact that 77 is a unitary representation. By the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem (cf. Corollary 32.3.3, p. 234 of [8]), we have that

f converges to zero in the mean. Thus

\\(tt(Xí)-tt(xM\\2 = £ \\(TT(X,Xi)-TT(X,x))í(X)\\2dv(X)

converges to zero. Hence tt(Xí) converges to n(x) in the strong operator topology.

Corollary 4.2. Suppose L is the left regular representation of the group G and

suppose

ULU-1 =  f 77(A) dv(X)

is any direct integral decomposition of L, where U is a linear isometry. If {xt} is a

sequence in G andxsG such that tt(X, x¡) converges strongly to tt(X, x) for v-almost

all X in S, then x{ converges to x in G.

Proof. By Proposition 4.1, L(xt) converges strongly to L(x). But (Lemma 2.2 of

[4]) F is a strong operator topology homeomorphism.

Corollary 4.3. Let xt be a sequence in G and xe G. Then xt converges to x if and

only ifTr(x¡) converges strongly to rr(x),for every tt in Gf.

Proof. Every 77 in G, is strongly continuous. On the other hand we may take the

central decomposition of the left regular representation L, in Corollary 4.2, so that

all the components 77(A) are factor representations in G,.

Corollary 4.4. The map x->xofG onto the reconstituted group G+ given in

Theorem 3.3 is a homeomorphism.

Proof. This is simply a reformulation of Corollary 4.3. This corollary completes

the proof of Theorem 3.3.

Corollary 4.5. A sequence {x¡} in G converges to an element x in G if and only

if tt(Xí) converges strongly to tt(x), for every irreducible representation of G.
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Proof. By irreducible representation we always mean strongly continuous unitary

irreducible representation. On the other hand we may consider any fine decomposi-

tion of the left regular representation, in Corollary 4.2, so that all the components

are irreducible.

Remark 4.6. We are indebted to Charles Akemann for discussions on which

this remark is based. In particular he suggested the example described below.

We have defined the topology on G+ as the largest such that Tx converges to F

whenever F( is a sequence such that F^tt) converges strongly to F(77), for all 77 in G,.

This topology may be described more explicitly by saying a set Fin G+ is closed if

F contains F, whenever F¡ is a sequence in F such that F¡(77) converges strongly to

F(7r) for all 77 in Gf. One may easily verify that this collection of sets is closed under

finite unions and arbitrary intersections, and thus determines a topology for G+.

Further it is easy to see that this is the largest topology on G+ such that F¡ con-

verges to T whenever F( is a sequence such that T^n) converges strongly to F(77)

for all 77 in G¡.

Proposition 4.1 implies the topology of G, and hence of G+, may be character-

ized in a completely similar manner, using certain subsets S of G¡. Thus the topol-

ogy of G+ is equivalently defined using the set of irreducible representations in G,

rather than the entire set G¡. Moreover the set of irreducible representations appear-

ing in any fine decomposition of the left regular representation will do just as well.

The characterization of the topology of G+ in terms of sequential convergence

rather than in terms of nets is crucial. Thus the hypothesis that G is first countable

is essential, in order that its topology be characterized in terms of sequential

convergence. More explicitly, Corollaries 4.3 and 4.5 are false if one uses nets

instead of sequences. Even the additive real line R is a counterexample for the

corresponding statements for nets. Indeed let RB denote the Bohr compactification

of R. Then the sequence of positive integers in R admits a subnet {NK : A e A}

which converges, in RB, to some element in RB. Thus the net

{NA-NA.:(X,X')eAxA}

is a net in R which converges to 0, relative to the topology of RB. Clearly this net

does not converge to 0 in the usual topology of R. However, by definition of the

topology of the Bohr compactification, the net {ip(JVA-JVÄ.):(A,A')6AxA}

converges to zero, for every continuous character <p of R, i.e., for every irreducible

representation of R.
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